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The Hot New "Whole Body/Mind " 30 Day Lifestyle Plan that Creates Changes that Last! 

 

 

WBI IS 

 

An Expanded Awareness, Effective Techniques,  

An Integrative Lifestyle, and A Transformational 30-Day Plan 

 

Most self-improvement programs train people to identify and solve problems by grappling 
with them endlessly, often to no avail.  Author, Trainer and Executive coach Steve Sisgold, 
however, knows that the body--not the mind--is the most reliable, effective pathway to 
realizing one's innermost desires and achieving success.   

In WHOLE BODY INTELLIGENCE : Get Out of Your Head and Into Your Body to Achieve Greater 
Wisdom, Confidence, and Success (Rodale Books;  ISBN: 978-1-62336-617-9; August 18, 2015; $24.99; 
304 pages), Sisgold presents his unique, easy-to-follow, 30-day plan to reset the relationship between 
body and mind to ignite a more fulfilling life.  His unique, body-centric approach shows readers how to 
get out of their head and take charge of every area of their life with increased awareness, clarity, and 
confidence.  

WHOLE BODY INTELLIGENCE  teaches readers how to become aware of subtle body sensations--such as 
gripping the phone or clenching your jaw during a tense conversation- and how to interpret their 
meanings, linking them to negative thoughts and behaviors that are impeding your success and 
happiness. Using Sisgold's tips and techniques, readers will learn how to recognize the patterns and 
imprints that have shaped their experiences and decisions for their entire life and learn how to change 
these thoughts and behaviors before they become self-sabotaging. By employing simple, body-centric 
stress management tools, decisions will become easier to make, and readers will learn how to stay 
engaged, resilient, and relaxed in any situation. 



WHOLE BODY INTELLIGENCE shows readers that their body is always ready to give the most reliable 
information, indicate the best way to go, and reveal the best decision to make. You will feel more relaxed, 
knowing that you can make difficult decisions without strenuous mental gymnastics. No more over 
thinking, no more lying awake at night strategizing your next move- just you trusting what you know and 
acting with confidence.  

Inspiring and practical, WHOLE BODY INTELLIGENCE empowers you to channel the power of your body 
to achieve your wildest dreams. 

About the Author: 

Author, Speaker, Trainer, and Executive Coach Steve Sisgold has spent the past 25 years studying 

and teaching the relationship between beliefs held in the body and success, how the body 

“billboard” sends micro messages that affect authentic communication and how self-awareness 

lowers stress and boosts peak performance. 
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Steve holds an M.A. in marketing, a B.S. in business and a certification in body-centered 
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His book, What’s Your Body Telling You? launched at number 7 on the S.F Chronicle Bestseller List 
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Steve is also the breakthrough   coach to many best-selling self help authors, Grammy 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Oscar winners, CEO’s, a  Major League baseball President, as well as Wellness and Business 

  leaders. 

Prior to being a successful author, speaker trainer and executive coach Steve Sisgold applied the 

principles he teaches, in the business world. He owned and directed  

a successful Advertising and PR firm, and was #1 of 500 salespeople and a national sales trainer 

with a Fortune 100 company. 

 


